
       

29 May 2020 

Hello everyone in P6b!                                                                                                  

I hope that you received my letter and that it reminded you that I am thinking of you 
and missing you all … a lot? I did hear from a few in the class who received them, and 
it was nice to hear that you appreciated me getting in touch. It’s always nice to get 
something in the post isn’t it? 

Well done to those of you who managed to handwrite such beautiful and heartfelt 
‘Thank You’ letters to the essential workers. I have suggested that you post them on to 
whoever they were written for. I know that they would be appreciated. Thank you too 
to those of you who are sending me their work every week. I love having a look 
through it and seeing how hard you are trying so keep up the good work.  

Mrs Hunter has a special challenge for you this week. I don’t know if you 
know this… she is a secret science whizz?  

So, she has set you a science experiment…that you can eat! Be sure to 
send us any photos of this home learning task.  

Did you all manage to join in with our virtual sports day on 
Friday? It looked like some families had great fun! Look out this week for 
some news about The Games at the Hub. This is an annual activity where 
all P6 children across the city meet and participate in a massive sporting 
event. It is usually fantastic fun and this year a ‘virtual’ event has been 
planned instead. There should be news on the school website on Monday so 
keep your eyes peeled!  

Have a great week everyone and enjoy the sunshine, if it comes out. Imagine if 
we had been stuck in the classroom last week in those soaring 

temperatures? I feel that our Rounders skills would have been greatly 
improved last week? 

 

Remember, if you can, email me with examples of your work at admin@ 
gilm.edin.sch.uk mark it for me and get sharing! You can include any work you’ve been 
doing, photos of your activities (or just you) and even just a ‘Hello.’ would be great. 

Stay safe & take care        

 Mrs McKay x    



       

P6a Home Learning for week beginning 1 June 2020   

Hello P6a 

Hope you like my Bitmoji – it’s my wedding anniversary today and I spent my 

honeymoon in Hawaii, so it reminded me of holidays.  Most of us probably won’t get 

away this summer, but where would your dream destination be, and why?  Miss 

Maxwell would love to visit Paris to see the sights, practise her French AND get to 

meet Mickey Mouse.  Do let us know by emailing Admin@Gilmerton.edin.sch.uk.   

Keep your eyes peeled for information about Virtual Games at the Hub – if we had 

been at school, all P6 pupils across Edinburgh would have attended this popular 

sporting event run by Active Schools, at Forrester/St Augustine’s High School. 

The Maths Sumdog Champs for this week are Jay, Kya and Nada. (Results to 28 May) 

On Sumdog Spelling, well done to Laurie, Jay, Holly, Aaron, Kya, Nada, Lily and 

McKenzie this week.  (Results up to 28 May) 

One more week to go on the Grammar Challenge.  Big High 5 to Holly – she’s completed 

it already! 

The Read Theory champs this week are Laurie, Orla and Jay – please remember the 

maximum number of quizzes is now 2 each day.  (Results to 28 May). 

Quote for the week – “Nothing is particularly hard if you break it down into small jobs”.  

The answer to last week’s riddle – What has a neck but no head?  … a bottle. 

Riddle for next week: Where can you find cities, towns, shops and streets, but no 

people? 

 

 

Best wishes from Mrs James + Miss Maxwell                                      

 

       

 

mailto:Admin@Gilmerton.edin.sch.uk


       

P6b CHAMPIONS THIS WEEK 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A special shout out to Patryk who spent most time on Sumdog this week! 

 

 

Our Sumdog Maths champs this week are 

Emmie, Ella + Emily 
Well done to you all for your efforts this week! 

 

  Our Sumdog Spelling champs this week are  

 Bailey, Leo + Summer 
Well done to everyone who participated in the challenge! 

 

 

 

 

                      

                  Ali, Emily, Ella, 
Thandiwe and Leo  

all managed to get online a do their 
challenges. Good Job! 

 

Let’s make sure we use the methods 
we have learned in class in the maths 

tasks set this week. It is our old 
favourite way to multiply…            

coin cards! 

 

Read Theory Champs 
this week are… 

Andie, Erin, Ella, 
Emily, Wanya + Junior 
These pupils all completed their 5 
quizzes this week. 

                 



       

             

         Coordinates : MILD + MEDIUM                        ANSWERS FOR MATHS WB 25 MAY 

                       



       

       Coordinates: MEDIUM                                      ANSWERS FOR MATHS WB 25 MAY 

                                                                                            MURDER MYSTERY MIXED ARITHMETIC 1         

             

 

 

WHO: Joshua murdered Scarlet 

 

WHEN: at 9:32 on 31st December 

 

WHERE: Literary Festival 

 

WHY: because she said double and odd 
number is odd! 



       

 

                Coordinates: SPICY                                ANSWERS FOR MATHS WB 25 MAY  

 

    



       

 

           

 

     

 

 



       

Time Test Answers 

 

 

 



       

P6 Home Learning for week 1
st

 June  

A 2nd Murder Mystery this week. Follow the instructions carefully and 

complete the calculations before trying to answer the clues. An Adult can 

help if you need it! The answers will help fill in all the information at the 

bottom of page 2  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



       



       

               MILD problems to solve 

                           

 



       

                   MEDIUM / SPICY problems to solve 

                   

 



       

MATHS Our focus for this week is measuring and comparing 

length. Play the games on the links below before you start the 

written tasks.  

     

Ctrl + click left on the link below to watch a youtube video all about 

measuring length 

https://youtu.be/mhtpFvNbiPE 

  

                 

         Go to Top Marks and try the Measure in CM game. Try Level 1 first. 

.https://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games/measuring-in-cm 

       

 Go to the Splash Learn website and complete Measurement Games for 5
th

 

Graders called Convert Metric Units 

https://www.splashlearn.com/measurement-games-for-5th-graders 

Go to the Splash Learn website and complete Measurement Games 

for 5
th

 Graders called Convert Metric Units – Decimals 

https://www.splashlearn.com/measurement-games-for-5th-graders 

 

 

https://youtu.be/mhtpFvNbiPE
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games/measuring-in-cm
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games/measuring-in-cm
https://www.splashlearn.com/measurement-games-for-5th-graders
https://www.splashlearn.com/measurement-games-for-5th-graders
https://www.splashlearn.com/measurement-games-for-5th-graders
https://www.splashlearn.com/measurement-games-for-5th-graders
https://www.splashlearn.com/measurement-games-for-5th-graders


       

              MILD: Measuring + comparing length  

 

The signs > and < can be used instead of words to mean… 

> means greater / bigger than       < means smaller than

   

Choose 2 objects from your house. Estimate (guess) the length of each 

object. Then measure both objects and compare them using the signs > , <  

the = sign. 

Eg wooden spoon > potato peeler 

     teaspoon = potato peeler 

    potato peeler < wooden spoon 



       

         MILD: Measuring + comparing length 

   



       

         MILD: Measuring + comparing length 

   



       

MEDIUM: Measuring and Comparing Length   

    

       



       

          MEDIUM: Measuring and Comparing Length   

  

home 



       

            MEDIUM: Measuring and Comparing Length   

 

 



       

           SPICY: Converting Lengths  

  

 

 

 

 



       

             SPICY HOT : Converting Length   

 



       

 

Sharpen up your calculation skills by completing the drill of your 

choice from the next pages…. or do them all! A very good workout for 

your Maths brain! 

 

  A reminder about coin                                                                          

   cards 47  

X 1  47 

X 2  94 

X 5 235 

X 10 470 

X 20 940 

X 50 2350 

X 100 4700 

Always choose the order you complete the 
card carefully 

Start with x1, then x10, then x100  

Find x2 by doubling your answer for x1 

Find x20 by multiplying your answer for x2 by 
10 ( add a zero) 

Find x5 by halving the answer for x10 

Find x50 by multiplying your answer for x5 by 
10 ( ie add a zero) 



       

      

 



       

    

 32  

X 1  

X 2  

X 5  

X 10  

X 20  

X 50  

X 100  

 47  

X 1  

X 2  

X 5  

X 10  

X 20  

X 50  

X 100  

29  

X 1  

X 2  

X 5  

X 10  

X 20  

X 50  

X 100  

 35  

X 1  

X 2  

X 5  

X 10  

X 20  

X 50  

X 100  

Now complete these coin cards 



       

             

Mrs Hunter has set you the following 
challenge…Follow the link on the science 
beaker, which will take you to the Glasgow 
Science Centre. There you will discover 
the chemical reaction that takes place 
whilst you create something delicious, and 
cooling, in the science lab (AKA your 
kitchen). 

 

YOU WILL NEED:                            EQUIPMENT 

250ml double cream                            a bowl 

250ml whole milk                                 a jug 

50 – 100g sugar                                   a small towel 

flavourings eg vanilla                          2 zip lock bags of different   

choc chips, strawberries                    sizes 

ice and some salt 

 

 

 

https://youtu.be/Izuc9c4oYyU


       

         LITERACY    READING  

 

 

  

 

 

LISTENING + TALKING 

 

 

 

 

      

 

 

 

 

  

 
NEW Cat Food! 

LI: to be able to use persuasive language and techniques. 

Invent a new cat food that would tempt all the missing cats to come to you! Think about the 
following: 

• What ingredients would you use in the food to tempt the cats? 
• What sort of packaging might appeal to a cat? 
• How would you advertise to cats? 

Write a paragraph-long proposal explaining how YOU would create the ultimate cat food and how 
you would go about selling it. You should write it from the point of view of trying to convince other 
people to give you the money you need to get your company started. If you’ve seen Dragon’s Den, 
you’ll have heard this sort of thing before. If not, look it up! 

Listen to chapter 7 + 8   

They've discovered much more about their 

area than they knew before and managed to 

find out who owns the vaults. Now, how are 

they going to make use of this new 

information? 

 Mike Nicholson reads Chapter 7, Prime 

Suspects from his prize-winning novel 

Catscape! 

https://youtu.be/4ZMeWPxUJK8 

 

Mike Nicholson reads Chapter 8, The Stakeout 

fromhis prize-winning novel Catscape!  

https://youtu.be/szY1KW86ppo 

 

 

 

 

Login to Read Theory 

and read your5 

texts this week. 

Its quality not 

quantity we look for! 

 

Remember to 

complete this 

task 

independently! 

 

https://youtu.be/4ZMeWPxUJK8
https://youtu.be/szY1KW86ppo
https://sites.google.com/mc.glow.scot/catscapenovelstudy/the-novel-study/chapter-4-the-morning-after-the-night-before
https://sites.google.com/mc.glow.scot/catscapenovelstudy/the-novel-study/chapter-4-the-morning-after-the-night-before


       

 

Design(Author Challenge!) 

 Time for some HOT Creative Thinking! 

 

Charles Crockett, the inventor from early last century, is described as having invented ‘the 
telescopic table leg, the vibrating mixing bowl, the spring-loaded bookends and the marmalade 
dispensing gun’ 

Look around your home and choose some household objects that you could reinvent…you can 
write about them, create them or draw them. 

 

Will you create something like the remote-controlled musical sofa…..or what could you do with a 
toaster or a bar of soap? 

 

 

A Way with Numbers...  

The team of three investigators mention three numbers – millions, billions and gazillions! That’s a lot 
of zeroes! 

How many zeroes do these numbers have? 

A hundred         A thousand    Ten thousand           A hundred thousand   A million 

=                        =                          =                             =                                     =           

     A billion (a thousand million)                    A trillion (a thousand thousand million)      

     =                                                               =  

        Do you know any bigger numbers? 

What do you know about: A gazillion (it’s a made up word suggesting an uncountable number of 
millions) 

Write the number that is one before: 

A million                                 A billion                           A trillion 

 

A Way with Words 

 LI: to be able to use resources (eg- dictionary and thesaurus) to increase vocabulary. 

What do the following words mean: 

diagnosis    telescopic     cogs     malfunctioning     furrowing      suspect      bibliography 



       

SPELLING Select activities from the spelling grid to practise your words – try 

one written and one active.  

WORDS - P6a  

an – MILD (revision) 

and  anger  annoy  another angle  anchor 

ancient antique announce answer antler  anonymous   

  

our – SPICY (revision) 

colour armour favour honour tour  rumour 

labour odour  flavour humour journey glamour 

 

our – HOT (revision) 

behaviour harbour saviour endeavour        favourite        encouragement 

neighbour courgette encourage tournament       discouragement        courage 

WORDS - P6b 

 



       

 LITERACY: WRITING 

                                               

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Write the story or letter about this 

incredible and strange event. Use 

the ideas and information above to 

write a short story called The 

Invisible Man. 

 



       

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/newsround/news/watch_newsround 

Click on the link above to watch Newsround this week. Select one 

story that interests you and create an image that tells the reader 

all about the story. Challenge yourself to include as much 

information as you can to retell the story. Remember to include 

key information including names, dates, places as well as the 

actual story and why it caught your attention. 

 

               

       

Don’t forget to try out the quiz to test your recall and listening 

skills 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/newsround/news/watch_newsround
https://www.bbc.co.uk/newsround/news/watch_newsround


       

           

 

 

The clip this week explains the role of the 

composer, lyricist and the music director 

and how they work together to give the 

whole musical story experience.  

Your task this week is to create a song that 

supports the scene you created last time. 

EXPLORE 

• read the ‘Be Prepared’ scene excerpt below 

• when you reach the point in the script when the song begins, 

play the audio file on the website 

• Listen closely to the music and try to answer the following 

questions. 



       

 

  

✓ What do you notice about the tempo of the song…is it fast or 

slow? 

✓ What do you notice about the melody? Does it make you feel 

calm? Angry? Excited? 

✓ What do the lyrics tell you about the story and the characters? 



       

 

     

 

    

   



       

   

 



       

    



       

 

     

            

          

 

 

The semester continues with some more 
work on you. This week we learn how to 
share our age and ask others theirs. 
WARNING.. be careful who you ask!! 

The work includes some activities to help 
you practice hearing and saying some 
French vocabulary so have fun with it.  

Type: The Children’s University of 
Manchester into your search engine or left 
click the link on the logo      

                          

                          

  

 

 

Alternatively, you can click on the link 

on the school homepage to work through 

the above slideshows. One will introduce 

you to simple greetings and let you hear 

what they sound and look like when 

written down. The other will revise the 

colours you learned last month. 

 

https://www.childrensuniversity.manchester.ac.uk/learning-activities/languages/french/part-1-moi/


       

  

Click on the link above to learn 
the months of the year too. Then 
you can share your age and the 
month when it is your birthday! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uq1Pf1i-w2A


       

      

 

H.W.B Keeping fit and active is very important so why not do a 

workout with Joe Wicks – see if he’s doing his Wheel of Fortune this 

week and answer some of his questions as you do the workout. 

            

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We had another look at the PE links on the school website.  

Many of you have a dice at home, so why don’t you try this 

Superhero game?  Or you could use an online dice. 

Challenge: how about making up 6 of your own fitness 

stations? 

 



       

 



       

We know it’s important to take exercise, but it is also important to think about our wellbeing – being healthy,  happy, a 
sense of purpose and the ability to manage stress.  Why don’t you try a couple of the activities below? 

 

 



       

Expect the Unexpected… 

Following on from last week, click below to give this video a view.  It’s all 

about your brain and how it develops resilience.  It’s a very interesting watch. 

 

Brains: Journey to Resilience 

 

Things to remember: I know that change is a 

necessary part of life, and I know that change can be positive and 

negative. 

 

The Parable of the Butterfly 

Read the Parable of the Butterfly here: 

https://clockworxnz.wordpress.com/2016/07/28/the-parable-of-the-butterfly/  

Think about and discuss the moral of the story and the importance of having 

some struggle/change in our lives.

 

Coping with Changes 

1. Think of something that could have changed for someone your age 

over the last year. This could include moving, changing hairstyle, 

changing friendships, someone dying, body changes, having more 

responsibility. 

2. Record some of the changes that they have just thought of on sticky 

notes. 

3. Write the headings: ‘sudden change, difficult change, exciting 

change and small change’ on a piece of paper and decide where 

your suggestions might go and to stick them under the relevant 

headings. 

4. Think – what is obvious? How did you decide?? Lots of changes in our 

lives can be exciting and challenging, like getting older or taking 

on new responsibilities – and that how we react to changes differs 

from person to person and depends on how we view a change. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HJvDrT6N-mw
https://clockworxnz.wordpress.com/2016/07/28/the-parable-of-the-butterfly/


       



       

 


